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1. Context and Purpose  

Internationalization and multi-polarization of research opens a critical avenue to 

’observatories’ that describe the many aspects of global challenges, which need to 

be address with interdisciplinary teams and a long-term vision. The Mediterranean 

Observatories are now sufficiently numerous to create a diversified and 

heterogeneous institutional landscape. These differences need to be respected, and 

complementarities highlighted. They are both the result of thematic focus and 

institutional history.  

 

In order to meet the demand of giving support to the Observatories in the 

Mediterranean region, one of the aims of MEDSPRING is to explore and facilitate the 

creation of « a dialogue/cooperation Platform » of Euro-Mediterranean observatories 

linking, describing and analyzing the research and innovation potential in the region, 

to support monitoring policy development and cooperation in areas of mutual 

interests and needs, with emphasis on the societal challenges addressed by 

MedSpring “Resource Efficiency”, High Quality Affordable Food”, “Energy” as well as 

other related challenges and cross-cutting issues. 

 

The main objectives of the work to be done in the frame of WP8 are: to find common 

principles, to reduce monitoring (collecting data from different forums), to substantiate 

policy, twinning and federating, and to explore ways and means of creating 

synergies.  

 

2. Objectives of the EuroMediterranean Observatories Meeting on 

Indicators 

The Euro-Mediterranean Observatories Meeting o Indicators was organized on 

the 5th of November in Marseille (France), to gather Euro-Mediterranean 

observatories to discuss and agree a possible set of 10 indicators of water quality 

monitoring (priory suggested by the participating observatories in their own field of 

action), as agreed in Beirut during the 2nd EuroMed Observatories Networking 

Meeting.  

 

The selected indicators provide information about whether Mediterranean countries 

are making policy progress in water quality initiatives, if they are setting up efficiency 

objectives for each water use sector, what impact past and present actions may have 

on the stock of resources that will be available in the future.  

 

The proposed indicators will not only be the basis for gaining insight of trends and 

scenarios in relation to a specific regional societal challenge (i.e.: water)  but also for  

preparing a paper indicating the way forward for Euro-Mediterranean cooperation 

among different observatories. The target audience of the Paper on Euro-Med 
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cooperation among observatories is European Commission, national and local 

governments, business, the academic community and non-governmental 

organizations.  

 

This meeting gathered 13 participants from Euro-Mediterranean Observatories and 

research entities from 5 different countries: France, Italy, Lebanon, Tunisia, 

Morocco (See Annex I – List of Participants). 

 

The participants were selected according to their following criteria: 

 

- Active participation to the 2nd EuroMed Observatories Networking Meeting in 

Beirut.  

- Stake towards the development of a Paper on Euro-Med cooperation among 

observatories 

- Observatories working on the water related issues in Mediterranean area (at 

national, local or regional scale) 

 

 

Before the meeting Participating Observatories were asked to deliver a list of priority 

indicators of water quality monitoring in their own field of action (See Annex II– 

Observatories Indicators Fact Sheet). For this purpose a conceptual framework and 

the guidelines for Indicators Selection were sent to the participating Observatories in 

order to assist them in this process. These lists of priority indicators of water quality 

monitoring were diffused during the meeting in order to support the selection of the 

common list of indicators through a participative approach. 

 

 

3. Meeting Minutes 

 

3.1. Introductory Session 

Opening the meeting, Rigas Arvanitis (Sociologist, Senior researcher, IRD), 

Virginia Belsanti, (CIHEAM IAM-Bari) Rula Atweh (CNRS-L Programme Officer) 

and Elise Noujeim (CNRS-L Programme Officer) welcomed all participants and 

briefed them about the main objectives of the meeting. Participants were asked to 

present their professional background and their Observatory. 

 

Rula Atweh presented the main objective of WP8 under the frame of MED-SPRING: 

to reduce the fragmentation of monitoring EU-MED cooperation and to create a 

platform of Euro-Mediterranean Observatories. She presented the next activities to 

be organized in the frame of this platform as opportunities to feed observatories’ 

needs. She also invited the participants to discuss, during the day, on the possible 
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aims and uses of a digital platform to strengthen collaboration between 

observatories.  

 

In the final presentation of the opening session, Serena Sanna (IRD Project officer) 

presented the roadmap for the development of a common list of monitoring indicators 

to strengthen EuroMed Observatories collaboration.  

Three main theme areas were identified, which broadly reflect key goals for the White 

Paper on Sustainable Water governance in Mediterranean area prepared by 

Mediterranean Observatories. The themes areas: 

 

 Water Governance 

 Water-Uses 

 State of knowledge on water 

 

During the Indicators Meeting the 10 priority indicators selected by every observatory 

will be clusterized according the three themes areas. 

The purpose of selecting a set of indicators on Sustainable Water Governance is to 

assess progress, facilitate strategic planning, inform decision-making, strengthen 

accountability, raise awareness and educate the public. 

The indicator set covers the last 5 years and it can include indicators that are 

advanced in their development as well as those that are new and require substantial 

development.  

The indicators relating to each theme area should provide insight into the extent to 

indicate whether there is an improvement or deterioration in the achievement of 

sustainable water governance in every Observatory working area. 

 

A set of maximum 10 indicators selected in every observatory to monitor the progress 

towards the improvement in water governance was provided according the following 

topics: 

  

- Water Resources 

- Water Quality 

- Water-Energy-Food Nexus 

- Water Monitoring 

- Water Monitoring Infrastructures 

For indicator selection every observatory is asked to follow this set of criteria: 

 
 Valid and meaningful – an indicator should adequately reflect the 

phenomenon it is intended to measure and should be appropriate to the needs 
of the user. 
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 Sensitive and specific to the underlying phenomenon – sensitivity relates 

to how significantly an indicator varies according to changes in the underlying 
phenomenon. 

 
 Grounded in research – awareness of the key influences and factors 

affecting outcomes.   
 
 Statistically sound – indicator measurement needs to be methodologically 

sound and fit for the purpose to which it is being applied.  

 Intelligible and easily interpreted – indicators should be sufficiently simple to 
be interpreted in practice and intuitive in the sense that it is obvious what the 
indicator is measuring.  

 Relate where appropriate to other indicators – a single indicator often 
tends to show part of a phenomenon and is best interpreted alongside other 
similar indicators.  

 

 Allow international comparison – indicators need to reflect your observatory 
specific goals, but where possible should also be consistent with those used in 
international indicator programmes so that comparisons can be made.  

 

 Ability to be disaggregated over time – indicators should be able to be 
broken down into population sub-groups or areas of particular interest.  

 

 Consistency over time – the usefulness of the indicators is directly related to 
the ability to track trends over time, so as far as possible indicators should be 
consistent.  

 

 Timeliness – there should be minimal time lag between the collection and 
reporting of data to ensure that indicators are reporting current rather than 
historical information  

 

 Linked to policy or emerging issues – indicators should be selected to 
reflect important issues as closely as possible. Where there is an emerging 
issue, indicators should be developed to monitor it.  

 
 Compel interest and excite - the indicator should resonate with the intended 

audience.  
 

 

3.2. Indicators: presentation of a possible set of indicators and discussion 

The first session of the meeting started the presentation of the set of indicators on 

water monitoring selected by every Observatory. Every participant was asked to 

explain their choices and argue on the value of the indicators chosen.  
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Every Observatory illustrated its set of priority indicators through the following 

template: 

 

Clusters Water Governance Water Uses State of knowledge on water 

in Mediterranean area 

 

Topics  1) Water 

Resources 

2) Water Quality 

3) Water 

Monitoring  

 

1) Water Quality 

2) Water-

Energy-Food 

Nexus 

3) Water 

resources 

 

 

1) Water Monitoring Infrastructures 

2) Water Monitoring 

Indicators  related 

to the topics 

 

(MAX 10 in total) 

 

Indicator:  

Author: 

Year:  

Definition: 

Unit: 

Objective and/or targeted 

values: 

Geographical Scope: 

References:  

 

Indicator:  

Author: 

Year:  

Definition: 

Unit: 

Objective and/or 

targeted values: 

Geographical Scope: 

References:  

 

Indicator:  

Author: 

Year:  

Definition: 

Unit: 

Objective and/or targeted values: 

Geographical Scope: 

References:  

 

Table 1 -  Indicators Fact Sheet Template 

 

The Observatories Indicators Fact Sheets are available in Annex II – Observatories 

Indicators Fact Sheet. 

 

Mohammed Blinda (Sahara and Sahel Observatory - OSS) underlined the difficulty 

of measuring water quality because it involves a lot of different standards as nitrate, 

phosphorus, pH, DBO, metals, chlorophyll.  

 

Eric Mino (EuroMediterranean Information System on Water – EMWIS/SEMIDE) 

stressed on the importance to link the workshop objectives with the Integrated Water 

Resources Management as well as the Water Cycle. 

 

Nicolas Arnaud (Euro-Mediterranean Observatory on Sustainable Development- 

OSU OREME) agreed with Mohammed Blinda and added that water quality is closely 

linked to national regulations. He proposed to focus the selection process only on 

those indicators who can be shared easily and to try to arrive to define measurable 

key variables (first-tier measurement, or measurement on the ground).  

 

Rula Atweh (CNRS – L) stressed on the fact that observatories collaborations could 

effectively be built starting from joint field measurements of variables (first 

observation level).  
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Sana Ksiaa Ghannouchi (Observatoire Tunisien de l’Environnement et du 

Développement Durable – OTEDD) highlighted that in the selection process of 

common indicators participants should remember that getting to measure all 

indicators it is not always feasible in the South Mediterranean. 

 

About that Elise Noujeim (CNRS – L) presented the INCAM experience where 

cooperation around indicators was very difficult. INCAM project contributed to 

increase Lebanon’s capacity in important environmental concerns based on a 

regional approach that assess the anthropological impacts on natural resources. As a 

bottom up project, INCAM first supported collection of existing research data to 

assess the status of natural resources and identify knowledge gaps in environmental 

assessment capacities, especially in the intensively developed Lebanese coastal 

zones. A detailed action plan was developed to strengthen institutional capacities of 

the Lebanese National Council for Scientific Research (CNRS) and converted it into a 

national and regional research centre of excellence.  

 

The objective of INCAM continued with OLIFE who aims to collect and share 

indicators in a broader way. 

 

Carla Khater (Observatoire Libano-Français de l'Environnement – O-Life) 

revealed that Olife main goal is to create a Mediterranean platform. For this purpose 

they need to identify priority themes and indicators to collect as well as infrastructures 

able to provide data. In this sense collaboration with OTEDD is planned. 

 

Eric Mino (EuroMediterranean Information System on Water – EMWIS/SEMIDE) 

asked if indicators will be provided by national databases or external producers.  

 

Mohammed Blinda (Sahara and Sahel Observatory - OSS) noted that the 

organization that collects must have an operational interest to gather information. 

This issue raises the question of independence of institutions.  

 

Etienne Ruellan (CNRS France – Mistrals) highlighted the difference between data 

collection (research) and data production (analyses). Data collectors are due to 

guarantee independence in their measurements. Besides data analyses can suffer of 

a lack of independence. For this reason in France observation and research 

infrastructures are separated from monitoring entities.  

 

Rigas Arvanitis (IRD) resumed the different positions: three dimensions related to the 

indicators provision exist: a) the origin of the data (where primary data is produced?); 

b) Sustainability and generation of primary data (Are they independent? Are first-

hand data?) c) The analysis and data collection. Observatories do not take the 

indicators produced by universities (data collectors) as part of the research. But they 

https://www.google.fr/url?sa=t&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=web&cd=4&cad=rja&uact=8&ved=0ahUKEwjXy8SvpavJAhWHPBoKHQAIA64QFgg0MAM&url=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.cnrs.edu.lb%2Findex.php%3Foption%3Dcom_content%26view%3Darticle%26id%3D259&usg=AFQjCNGeby1atoYmed4ueDE58r4cqN4Odg&bvm=bv.108194040,d.d2s
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are obliged to use data coming from "official" sources.  So data collectors work on 

first-tier data, on the ground. Observatories are sometimes second-tier. Each 

indicator can have different temporalities. 

 

Angela Marinoni (Italian Climate Observatory – I-Amica project) mentioned the 

ACTRESS project as an example of a common database. The Actress project 

(France-Italy) aimed to standardize data and gave them a quality label. In this way 

not only data collectors could valorize their data but also open access to those data 

was guaranteed.  

 

The second part of this session produced a set of 10 indicators of water quality 

monitoring on the basis of the single Indicators Fact Sheets: 

 

Topics Indicators 

 

 

 

Water resources 

1. Water availability 

2. Mobilisation (dams, karst, ....) and collection 

techniques 

3. Exploitation available water 

 

 

Water quality 

4. Physico-chemical analysis of water 

5. Biological Water Analyses 

6. Hydromorphological (cashing) 

7. Quality of wetlands 

 

 

Water uses 

8. Access to drinking water 

9. Sampling (extractions) (total and by sector: 

domestic, agriculture, industry) 

10. Unconventional waters and desalinated water 

 

 

Water monitoring and 

management 

11. Monitoring Capabilities (Observatories of the 

Budget, number of water stations, ...) 

12. Order or self-referral 

13. Investment in Water Infrastructure 

Table 2 - List of common indicators selected by EuroMed Observatories 

 

4. Conclusions:  Roadmap for Euro-Med Observatories Cooperation in 

Water 

 

This session aims at discussing and defining ways of collaboration to achieve a good 

insight of water monitoring and delivering a proposal of cooperation among the 

observatories on “water quality monitoring pilot case 
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Etienne Ruellan (CNRS France – Mistrals) stressed on the need to build around the 

Mediterranean a Network of Environment observatories.  

 

Angela Marinoni (Italian Climate Observatory – I-Amica project) illustrated the I-

Amica experience of Italian observatories networking. She highlighted the importance 

of a long-term vision: today, as the end of the project is fast approaching, the main 

difficulty of I-Amica network is to find the financial sources for keeping the network 

operational.  

 

Participants agreed on the fact that observatories have to be considered as research 

infrastructures and do not have to hesitate to submit proposals under national, 

European or international calls dedicated to research infrastructures. Through the 

White Paper EuroMed Observatories must convince EU institutions through the 

ESFRI, the European Strategy Forum on Research Infrastructures, that a network of 

observatories could be part of the Research infrastructure. 

 

Nicolas Arnaud (Euro-Mediterranean Observatory on Sustainable Development- 

OSU OREME) agreed on the idea of creating a Euro-Med network of observatories 

and research infrastructures.  The long term ecological network (LTEN) could 

represent a best practice in this sense  

 

Participants agree on implement this idea in two ways: 

 

1) Organization of a MedSpring Workshop on Variables: this meeting will 

group all the participants to the Marseille meeting. Observatories will identify 

together the variables linked to the set of common indicators and will 

effectuate side visits to facilitate discussions and knowledge transfers.  

 

2)  Implementation of the EuroMed Observatories Digital Portal:  the portal 

will be collaborative and indicators produced for the meeting will be 

accessible.  

 

The Digital portal will be developed on the basis of OLIFE experience: not only a 

virtual metadata tool to reference data but also a platform for sharing skills. Moreover 

thanks to a data quality label the digital portal will offer support to decision making 

process. The portal will represent a bridge between civil society and institutions to 

whom will provide metadata useful for policymaking process.  
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5. Annex I: List of participants 

 

 

Contact Name Country Observatory

1 Angela Marinoni (on behalf of Paolo Bonasoni)Italy Italian Climate Observatory

2 Nicolas Arnaud France OSU OREME Observatory: Euro-Mediterranean observatory on Sustainable Development

3 Carla Khater Lebanon OLIFE Observatory / National Council for Scientific Research  - Lebanon (CNRS-L)

4 Mohammed Blinda Tunisia Sahara & Sahel Observatory

5 Sana Ksiaa Ghannouchi Tunisia Observatoire Tunisien de l'Environnement et Dev Durable

6 Eric Mino France EuroMediterranean Information System on Water

7 Etienne Ruellan France Mistrals 

8 Ali Fadel Lebanon CNRS-l

MedSpring

9 Serena Sanna France IRD

10 Rigas Arvanitis France IRD

11 Rula Atweh Lebanon CNRS L

12 Elise Enjeim Lebanon CNRS L

13 Virginia Belsanti Italy CIHEAM 

Observatories 
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6. Annex II– Observatories Indicators Fact Sheet Template 

 

 

White Paper on Sustainable Water Governance in Mediterranean area 

prepared by Mediterranean Observatories 

Clusters Water Governance Water Uses State of knowledge on 

water in Mediterranean 

area 

 

Topics  4) Water Resources 

5) Water Quality 

6) Water Monitoring  

 

4) Water Quality 

5) Water-Energy-

Food Nexus 

6) Water 

resources 

 

 

1) Water Monitoring 

Infrastructures 

2) Water Monitoring 

Indicators  related 

to the topics 

 

(MAX 10 in total) 

 

Indicator:  

Author: 

Year:  

Definition: 

Unit: 

Objective and/or targeted values: 

Geographical Scope: 

References:  

 

Indicator:  

Author: 

Year:  

Definition: 

Unit: 

Objective and/or targeted 

values: 

Geographical Scope: 

References:  

 

Indicator:  

Author: 

Year:  

Definition: 

Unit: 

Objective and/or targeted values: 

Geographical Scope: 

References:  
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7. Annex III : Agenda of the Meeting 

 

                                    SEVENTH FRAMEWORK PROGRAMME 

 

MedSpring 

Mediterranean Science, Policy, Research and Innovation Gateway 

EuroMediterranean Observatories - Meeting on Indicators, 5
th

 November 2015  

Venue: IRD Headquarters, Marseille (France)  

Thursday, November 5 

 

9:00 – 9:30 Registration 

 

9:30 – 10:00 Welcome  

Welcome by IRD, CNRS-L and CIHEAM-IAMB and presentation of the meeting 

objectives / structure 

 

10:00 – 10:30 Presentation of participants (round table) 

The meeting will be mainly organized around exchanges of views and experiences, 

based on the preliminary work. Participants are asked to present their professional 

background in this session, in order to produce a shared reference.  

 

10:30 – 10:45 Overview of the MedSpring WP8 “Policy, societal challenges and cooperation 

observatory” (CNRS-L).  

 

10:45 – 11:00 Overview of the roadmap for the development of a common list of monitoring 

indicators to strengthen EuroMed Observatories collaboration towards feeding 

national and regional observatory capacities (Serena Sanna, IRD) 

 

11:00 – 11:15 Coffee break 

 

11:15-13:00 Indicators: presentation of a possible set of indicators and discussion (Moderator 

CIHEAM) 

 

Presenting a set of 10 indicators on water monitoring (scope, variables, 

management of material aspects, database management, previous experiences…). 

This discussion will be based on suggestions made by the participating observatories 

in their own field of action. In the session, participants will be asked to explain their 

choices and argue on the value of these indicators. 

 

The aim of this session is to encourage participants not only to agree on indicators 

and monitoring targets but also to define way of collaboration to achieve a good 

insight of water monitoring  
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13:00 – 14:30 Networking Lunch 

 

14:30–16:00 Roadmap for Euro-Med Observatories Cooperation in Water  

 

This session aims at discussing and defining ways of cooperation on water quality 

monitoring and will deliver a proposal of cooperation among the observatories on 

“water quality monitoring pilot case“.   

    

16:00 – 16:30 Coffee break 

 

16:30 – 17:30 Conclusions (IRD/CNRS-L/CIHEAM) 

 

20:30 Social dinner 
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8. Annex IV: Indicators Fact Sheet - EuroMediterranean Information 

System on Water – EMWIS/SEMIDE 

 

EuroMediterranean Information System on Water – EMWIS/SEMIDE 

Clusters Water Governance Water Uses State of knowledge on 

water in Mediterranean 

area 

 

Topics  7) Water Resources 

8) Water Quality 

9) Water 

Monitoring  

 

7) Water Quality 

8) Water-Energy-

Food Nexus 

9) Water resources 

 

 

1) Water Monitoring 

Infrastructures 

2) Water Monitoring 

Indicators  related 

to the topics 

 

(MAX 10 in total) 

 

Indicator: total actual 

renewable water resources per 

person 

 Author: FAO/AQUASTAT 

Year:  

Definition: Total resources 

that are offered by the average 

annual inflow and runoff that 

feed each hydrosystem ( 

catchment area or aquifer) and 

available per person 

Unit: m
3
/per 

 

Indicator  : Rate of drinking 

water supply in rural zone 

Author: 

Year:  

Definition: Number of people 

with access to water from an 

improved source in rural 

areas, such as pipes at the 

household level, public 

pipelines 

,  deep wells,  sourced or 

protected wells and rainwater 

harvesting 

. 

Unit: % 

 

Indicator  : Share of collected 

Indicator: Water withdrawals 

by sector 

Author: FAO /AQUASTAT 

 Year:  

Definition: Amount of water 

taken from all sources, either 

permanently or temporarily. It 

can pass through the water 

systems or be used directly. 

This includes the water 

consumption and the wasted 

water due to transport and 

reflux. 

Unit: km3/an or  % 

 

Indicator : Total area 

equipped for irrigation 

Author: 

Definition: Area equipped for 

providing water for the plants. 

This includes areas equipped 

for irrigation in total or partial 

control, the equipped lowland 

areas and irrigated spate. 

Unit: ha  

 

 

 

Indicator: Rate of used water 

from desalination. 

Indicator: storage capacity per 

person 

Author: FAO/AQUASTAT 

,International Groundwater 

Resources Assessment  center 

(IGRAC)  

Definition :Total cumulative 

storage capacity of all large surface 

reservoirs and groundwater per 

person  

Unit:Mm
3
/per 

 

Indicator: Number of water 

resource monitoring stations 

producing reliable data 

Author:  

Definition: Number of stations 

with reliable data recording 

Unit: Number 
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and treated wastewater by the 

public sewerage system 

Definition: Share of 

sufficiently treated wastewater 

added to the collective 

network ( of households, 

communities, industries) 

which gets discharged into the 

environment without causing 

harmful impacts on human 

health or ecosystems in a 

specific year. 

Unit: % 

Geographical Scope: 

References 

 

Indicator: Treated wastewater 

as a share of total wastewater 

produced 

 

 Definition: Volume of 

treated wastewater at different 

levels (primary, secondary, 

tertiary) by public treatment 

plants, non-collective 

sanitation systems and directly 

by  industrial plants divided 

by the volume of wastewater 

generated by households and 

all economic activities (except 

cooling water and reused 

wastewater) 

Unit:% 

 

Indicator: Total surface water 

withdrawals 

 Author:  

Year:  

Definition: The amount of 

water withdrawals from rivers 

and lakes consumed for 

different uses. 

Unit:km
3
/an 

 

 

Indicator: proportion of 

licensed polluted water 

complying with the permit 

conditions. 

Definition: From monitoring 

visits, the number of holders 

 Unit: % 
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who do not comply with 

conditions are divided by the 

total number of visits. 

Unit: % 
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9. Annex V: Indicators Fact Sheet – Euro-Mediterranean observatory on 

Sustainable Development (OSU OREME) and Observatoire Franco-

Libanais sur l’Environnement (OLIFE) 

 

OSU OREME Observatory: Euro-Mediterranean observatory on 

Sustainable Development 

 

OLIFE Observatory: Observatoire Franco-Libanais sur 

l’Environnement 
 

Clusters Water Governance Water Uses State of knowledge on 

water in Mediterranean 

area 

 

Topics  10) Water Resources 

11) Water Quality 

12) Water Monitoring  

10) Water Quality 

11) Water-Energy-

Food Nexus 

12) Water 

resources 

1) Water Monitoring 

Infrastructures 

2) Water Monitoring 

Indicators  related 

to the topics 

 

(MAX 10 in total) 

 

Indicator: Discharge from karst 

Author: SNO KARST 

Year: 1995->Today 

Definition: Physical and chemical 

variables on output 

Unit: m/s 

Objective and/or targeted values: 

continuous measure of discharge on 

output springs from karst 

Geographical Scope: southern France 

References:  www.sokarst.org 

 

Indicator: surface soil moisture  

Author: CATDS-CESBIO 

Year: 2010->Today 

Definition: surface soil moisture at 

depth 0-5 cm 

Unit: m3/M3 

Objective and/or targeted values: 

drought evaluation 

Geographical Scope: whole Med 

References: www.catds.fr 

 

Indicator: Pluviometry 

Author: OHM-CV 

Year: 2005-Today 

Definition: height of cumulative 

rainfall and frequency 

Unit: mm 

Objective and/or targeted values: 

asses the pluviometry and total input 

quantities 

Geographical Scope: Southern France 

Indicator: Discharge from karst 

Author: SNO KARST 

Year: 1995->Today 

Definition: Physical and 

chemical variables on output 

Unit: m/s 

Objective and/or targeted 

values: continuous measure of 

discharge on output springs 

from karst 

Geographical Scope: southern 

France 

References:  www.sokarst.org 

 

Indicator: SNA 

Author: OSR:CESBIO/CNRS-

L/LMI TREMA 

Year: 1998->Today 

Definition: Snow Cover Area 

with altimetry 

Unit: km2 

Objective and/or targeted 

values: impact of snow 

ressources on the hydrological 

cycle. Monitoring of climate 

trend though snow cover 

Geographical Scope: Whole Med 

References:  

 

 

 

 

Indicator: Discharge from karst 

Author: SNO KARST 

Year: 1995->Today 

Definition: Physical and chemical 

variables on output 

Unit: m/s 

Objective and/or targeted values: 

continuous measure of discharge on 

output springs from karst 

Geographical Scope: southern France 

References:  www.sokarst.org 

 

Indicator: surface soil moisture  

Author: CATDS-CESBIO 

Year: 2010->Today 

Definition: surface soil moisture at depth 

0-5 cm 

Unit: m3/M3 

Objective and/or targeted values: drought 

evaluation 

Geographical Scope: whole Med 

References: www.catds.fr 

 
Indicator: Pluviometry 

Author: OHM-CV 

Year: 2005-Today 

Definition: height of cumulative rainfall 

and frequency 

Unit: mm 

Objective and/or targeted values: asses 

the pluviometry and total input quantities 

Geographical Scope: Southern France 

References: http://www.ohmcv.fr/ 

http://www.sokarst.org/
http://www.catds.fr/
http://www.sokarst.org/
http://www.sokarst.org/
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References: http://www.ohmcv.fr/ 

 

 

 

 
Indicator: Discharge 

Author: OHM-CV 

Year: 2005->Today 

Definition: discharge on selected rivers 

Unit:m3/s 

Objective and/or targeted values: follow 

flash floods for hazards 

Geographical Scope: Southern France 

References: http://www.ohmcv.fr/ 
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10. Annex VI: Indicators Fact Sheet – CNRS - Lebanon 

 

Ali Fadel 

 

CNRS –Lebanon  
 

Clusters Water Governance Water Uses State of knowledge on 

water in Mediterranean 

area 

 

Topics  13) Water Resources 

14) Water Quality 

15) Water Monitoring  

 

13) Water Quality 

14) Water-Energy-Food 

Nexus 

15) Water resources 

 

 

1) Water Monitoring 

Infrastructures 

2) Water Monitoring 

Indicators  

related to 

the topics 

 

(MAX 10 in 

total) 

 

Indicator: Environmental 

performance index  

Author: Yale Center for 

Environmental Law & Policy  

Year: 2000-2014  

Definition: The Environmental 

Performance Index (EPI) is 

constructed through the calculation 

and aggregation of 20 indicators 

reflecting national-level 

environmental data.  

Unit:  

Objective and/or targeted values:  

Access to drinking water  

Access to sanitation  

Wastewater management  

Geographical Scope: 149 countries 

References: http://epi.yale.edu/our-

methods  

 

Indicator: ADB Water Security Index  

Author: ADB and Asia-Pacific water 

forum  

Year: 2013  

Definition: It is composed by five 

dimension indexes of water security. 

The national security water index 

scores from 1 to 5, to which a certain 

level of ‘National water security stage 

“correspond. This indicates how the 

legislative and regulatory framework 

is more or less effective in favoring 

water security.  

Unit:  

Objective and/or targeted values:  

Household Water Security  

Economic Water Security  

Urban Water Security  

Environmental Water Security  

Indicator: FAO, AQUASTAT index 

Author: Food and Agriculture 

Organization of the United Nation 

Year: 1994-ongoing 

Definition: It is a global water 

information system providing data, 

metadata, reports, country profiles, river 

basin profiles, regional analyses, maps, 

tables, spatial data, guidelines, and other 

tool.  

Unit:  

Objective and/or targeted values:  

Water resources: internal, trans 

boundary, total  

Water uses: by sector, by source, 

wastewater  

Irrigation: location, area, typology, 

technology, crops  

Dams: location, height, capacity, surface 

area 

Water-related institutions, policies and 

legislation  

Geographical Scope: Global 

References: 

http://www.fao.org/nr/water/aquastat/

main/index.stm  

 

Indicator: WRI, Environmental 

Democracy Index  

Author: WRI  

Year: launched in May 2015 

Definition: The Environmental 

Democracy Index (EDI) is an online 

platform for tracking progress on 

national laws promoting transparency, 

access to justice, and citizen engagement 

in environmental decision making. It is 

based on 75 legal indicators and 24 

limited practice indicators  

Indicator: Urban water and sanitation 

governance index 

Author: UN-HABITAT 

Year: Indicator under development and not 

yet tested. 

Definition: The actions taken and processes 

enabled at the local level, within existing 

authorities’ mandates that positively 

engage poor communities in their pursuit 

of adequate water and sanitation, and the 

impact that these actions should have on 

the provision and sustainability of 

adequate water and sanitation delivery. 

Unit: percentage  

Objective and/or targeted values:  

Process indicators  

- Percentage of departments establishing 

program monitoring  

- Percentage of local governments using 

Citizen Score Cards  

- Percentage of councils that have formed 

committees; the percentage of those 

committees that have held public hearings  

- Percentage of departments that have 

citizen oversight committees established, 

percentage of committees that have held 

meetings with senior management  

- Percentage of councils holding public 

hearings on pro-poor water and sanitation  

- Percentage of local governments that 

publish and make available the annual 

budget, percentage of councils holding 

participatory public hearings on the budget  

- Percentage of councils conducting public 

awareness campaigns on WDM, water 

quality, costs and revenues  

- Percentage of councils that provide for 

external audit of the departments.  
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Resilience to Water-Related Disasters  

Geographical Scope: Asia 

References: Asian water development 

outlook 2013. Securing water in Asia 

and the Pacific.  

 

Indicator: Yale Environmental 

Performance Index  

Author: Yale Center for 

Environmental Law & Policy  

Year: 2015 

Definition: An interactive map that 

visualizes the 2014 indicator on 

national-level wastewater treatment 

of the Environmental Performance 

Index; the percentage of population 

connected and the percentage of 

wastewater treated. 

Unit: percentage 

Objective and/or targeted values: to 

improve the availability and updating 

of data at national level. 

Geographical Scope: Worldwide 

References: 

ttp://epi.yale.edu/waste_map  

 

 

 

 

Unit:  

Objective and/or targeted values: 

Environmental information on drinking 

water quality  

 Geographical Scope: 70 countries  

References: 

http://www.wri.org/sites/default/files/

Environmental_Democracy_Index_0.pdf 

 

 

Impact indicators  

- Percentage of departments meeting water 

quality standards.  

- Percentage of departments meeting 

sewage treatment standards  

- Percentage of departments meeting solid 

waste collection standards. 

- Percentage of departments with % of 

unaccounted for water less than target.  

- Percentage of departments where the 

number of technical and administrative 

workers per cubic meter of accounted for 

water is higher than the standard.  

- Cost per cubic meter of accounted for 

water (national distribution of 

departments)  

- Revenue per cubic meter of accounted for 

water (national distribution of 

departments)  

- Percentage of households with metered 

water connections  

- Number of regulated versus unregulated 

small scale water vendors  

- Percentage of departments with 

improved Citizen Score Card results  

Geographical Scope: National and 

municipal governments, Global 

References: 

http://webworld.unesco.org/water/wwap

/wwdr/indicators/pdf/C2_Urban_Water_a

nd_Sanitation_Governance_Index.pdf  
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11. Annex VII: Indicators Fact Sheet – Observatoire Tunisien de 

l'Environnement et Développement Durable (OTEDD) 

 

 

1-Water gouvernance (gouvernance de l’eau) : 

*Ressources en eau (Water resources) 

1-Disponibilité en eau des nappes phréatiques (Par secteur  et par habitant et par grande 

région de la Tunisie). 

Author : Ministère de l’agriculture (Direction Générale des ressources en eaux) 

Year : 1995……………2012 

Définition : C’est la disponibilité en eau des nappes phréatiques par secteur  et par 

habitant et par grande région de la Tunisie. 

Unité : (en millions de m3) 

Objective : trouver le taux d’exploitation des ressources en eaux souterraines 

Géographical Scope : Calculé au niveau national et par grande région 

Référence : Annuaire statistique 

2-Disponibilité en eau des nappes profondes (Par secteur  et par habitant et par grande région 

de la Tunisie) 

Author : Ministère de l’agriculture (Direction Générale des ressources en eaux) 

Year : 1995……………2012 

Définition : C’est la disponibilité en eau des nappes profondes par secteur  et par 

habitant et par grande région de la Tunisie. 

Unité : (en millions de m3) 

Objective : trouver le taux d’exploitation des ressources en eaux profondes 

Géographical Scope : Calculé au niveau national et par grande région 

Référence : Annuaire statistique 

3-Taux de branchement au réseau d’eau potable. 

Author : Ministère de l’agriculture (SONEDE : Société nationale d’exploitation et 

de distribution des eaux) 

 

Year : 1994……………2012 

Définition : Il s’agit du rapport entre la population ayant à sa disposition unr 

ressource en eau potable selon des critéres bien déterminés (Génie 

rural+SONEDE) et la population totale du pays. 

Unité : % 

Objective : Identifier la part de la population non désservie en eau potable. 

Géographical Scope : Calculé au niveau national et régional. 

Référence : Annuaire Statistique de la SONEDE. 

 

*Qualité de l’eau (water quality) 

4-Qualité des eaux des nappes souterraines, phréatiques et de surface  

Author : Ministère de l’agriculture, ministère de l’environnement 
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Year : 1995……………2012 

Définition : Suivi de la qualité des eaux des nappes souterraines, phréatiques et de 

surface . 

Unité : variable 

Objective : Améliorer la qualité des nappes. 

Géographical Scope : Calculé au niveau national et par région 

Référence : Annuaire statistique de ministère de l’agriculture 

 

*Surveillance de l’eau (water monitoring) 

 

2-Water uses (utilisation de l’eau) : 

*Qualité de l’eau (water quality) 

5-Qualité d’eau potable desservie      

Author : Ministère de l’agriculture (SONEDE : Société nationale d’exploitation et 

de distribution des eaux) 

Year : 1995……………2012 

Définition : Cet indicateur illustre la part en eau potable consommée par habitant  

et par jour  et le suivi de sa qualité  

Unité : % de cas impropre 

Objective : remédier au cas impropres 

Géographical Scope : Calculé au niveau national et par région 

Référence : Annuaire statistique de la SONEDE 

*Eau –Energie-alimentation (water-energy-food nexus) 

6-Valeur ajoutée par m
3
 alloué en agriculture irrigué. 

Author : Ministère de l’agriculture (Direction Générale des ressources en eaux)+ 

Institut national de la statistique (INS) 

Year : 1995……………2012 

Définition : Cet indicateur mesure l’apport de l’eau d’irrigation sur la production 

agricole 

Unité : DT/m3 

Objective : mesure l’apport de l’eau d’irrigation sur la production agricole 

Géographical Scope : Calculé au niveau national  

Référence : Annuaire statistique du ministère de l’agriculture 

 

7-Proportion des terres agricoles irriguées équipées en technique d’économie d’eau. 

Author : Ministère de l’agriculture (Direction Générale de génie rural) 

Year : 1995……………2012 

Définition : Les terres agricoles irriguées équipées en technique d’économie d’eau 

font références aux zones agricoles alimentées volontairement en eau, notamment 

les terres irriguées par aspiration, par systéme gravitaire amélioré te localisé. 

Unité : % 

Objective : suivi de l’évolution de secteur 

Géographical Scope : Calculé au niveau national et par régions 
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Référence : Annuaire statistique agricole. 

 

*Ressources en eau (Water resources)  

8-Prélèvement au niveau des nappes phréatiques (millions de m3) 

Author : Ministère de l’agriculture (Direction Générale des ressources en eaux) 

Year : 1995……………2012 

Définition : C’est le prélévement en eau des nappes phréatiques par secteur  et par 

habitant et par grande région de la Tunisie. 

Unité : (en millions de m3) 

Objective : trouver le taux de prélèvement  des ressources en eaux souterraines 

Géographical Scope : Calculé au niveau national et par grande région 

Référence : Annuaire statistique agricole. 

 

9-Prélèvement au niveau des nappes profondes (millions de m3) 

Author : Ministère de l’agriculture (Direction Générale des ressources en eaux) 

Year : 1995……………2012 

Définition : C’est le prélévement en eau des nappes profondes par secteur  et par 

habitant et par grande région de la Tunisie. 

Unité : (en millions de m3) 

Objective : trouver le taux de prélévement des ressources en eaux souterraines 

Géographical Scope : Calculé au niveau national et par grande région 

Référence : Annuaire statistique agricole. 

10-Indice d’exploitation des ressources en eaux souterraines 

Author : Ministère de l’agriculture (Direction Générale des ressources en eaux) 

Year : 1995……………2012 

Définition : Le taux d’exploitation des ressources en eaux souterraines est 

l’exploitation de la ressource en eau des nappes profondes et des nappes 

phréatiques par rapport aux ressources disponibles 

Unité : % 

Objective : Cet indicateur mesure la pression relative des prélévements annuels 

sur les ressources d’eau douce naturelles conventionnelles. 

Géographical Scope : Calculé au niveau national et par grande région 

Référence : Annuaire statistique agricole. 

 

11-Taux d’utilisation des eaux non conventionnelles.  

Author : ONAS+SONEDE 

Year : 1995……………2012 

Définition : Ce taux représente la part des eaux non conventionnelles, c'est-à-dire 

eaux us ées traitées réutilisées et des eaux dessalées, par rapport à l’ensemble des 

eaux utilisées. 

Unité : (en millions de m3) 

Objective : donner à cette nouvelle ressource une place de plus en plus privilégiée 

dans le systéme global de l’eau. 
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Géographical Scope : Calculé au niveau national  

Référence : Annuaire statistique ONAS +SONEDE. 

 

 

12-Taux de réutilisation des eaux usées  traitées. 

Author : ONAS (Office de l’assainissement)  

Year : 1995……………2012 

Définition : Cet indicateur nous renseigne sur les quantités d’eaux usées traitées 

réutilisées en agriculture et au niveau des espaces verts communaux et terrains de 

golf.  

Unité : (en millions de m3) 

Objective : Cet indicateur illustre également le taux de réutilisation de ces eaux 

traitées par rapport aux eaux produites au niveau des différentes stations 

d’épuration. 

Géographical Scope : Calculé au niveau national  

Référence : Annuaire statistique de l’ONAS 
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12. Annex VIII: Indicators Fact Sheet – Sahara and Sahel Observatory (OSS) 

 

Clusters Water governance 

Indicator:  Water productivity 

 

Water cost recovery rate 

Author: FAO,AQUASTAT data, and World Bank and OECD GDP 
estimates 

National report 

Year:    

Definition: Water productivity is calculated as GDP in constant prices 
divided by annual total water withdrawal 

This indicator measures the water cost recovery rate (production, 
transport, distribution, exploitation and maintenance of the equipment), 
covered by the tariffs paid by users in the various sectors which profit 
from the service. 
 

Unit: constant 2005 US$  

 

% 

Objective and/or 
targeted values: 

National objective National objective 

Geographical 
Scope: 

National National  
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Clusters Water Uses 
Indicator:  Renewablewater 

resources per capita 

Water exploitation 

index 

Total Area equipped for 

irrigation 

Area salinized by 

irrigation 

Hydropower capacity  

Author:    ICID, Multilingual 
Technical Dictionary on 
Irrigation and Drainage 
(CD rom & published 
dictionary 

World Energy Council  

Year:     2002 2008 

Definition: Total annual actual 
renewable water resources 
per inhabitant 

Total freshwater 
withdrawn in a given 
year, expressed in 
percentage of the 
actual total renewable 
water resources.  

Area equipped to provide water 
(via irrigation) to crops. It 
includes areas equipped for 
full/partial control irrigation, 
equipped lowland areas, and 
areas equipped for spate 
irrigation. 

Irrigated area affected 
by salinization, including 
formerly irrigated land 
abandoned because of 
declining productivity 
caused by salinization. It 
does not include 
naturally saline areas. In 

general, each country 
has its own definition of 
an area salinized. 

Hydropower capacity is 
often categorised as 
‘gross theoretical 
capacity’, the capacity of 
hydropower generation 
possible if all natural 
water flows contained as 
many 100% efficient 

turbines as possible; 
‘technically exploitable 
capacity’, the amount of 
gross theoretical capacity 
possible within the limits 
of current technology; 
and ‘economically 
exploitable capacity’, the 
capacity possible within 
the constraints of current 
technology and local 
economic conditions. 

Unit: m3/inhab/yr % 1000 ha 1000 ha GW 

Objective 
and/or 
targeted 
values: 

[Total renewable water 
resources per capita] = 

[Total renewable water 
resources]*1000000/[Total 
population] 
1700-1000 m3/cap/y 
Water vulnerability 
1000- 500 m3/cap/y 
Water stress 
<500 m3/cap/y 

This parameter is an 
indication of the 

pressure on the 
renewable water 
resources. 
20% Threshold stress 
40% Threshold 
scarcity 

 

[Area equipped for irrigation: 
total] = [Area equipped for full 

control irrigation: total]+[Area 
equipped for irrigation: equipped 
lowland areas]+[Area equipped 
for irrigation: spate irrigation] 
National objective 

<500 mg/L none risk 

500-1000 mg/L mild 

risk 

1000-2000 mg/L 

moderate risk 

>2000 severe risk 

 

There are three types of 
hydropower stations: ‘run 

of river’, where the 
electricity is generated 
through the flow of a 
river’; ‘reservoir’, where 
power is  generated 
through the release of 
stored water; and 
‘pumped storage’, where 

http://www.fao.org/nr/water/aquastat/work/glossary/search.html?submitBtn=-1&termId=4188&lang=en
http://www.fao.org/nr/water/aquastat/work/glossary/search.html?submitBtn=-1&termId=4188&lang=en
http://www.fao.org/nr/water/aquastat/work/glossary/search.html?submitBtn=-1&termId=4104&lang=en
http://www.fao.org/nr/water/aquastat/work/glossary/search.html?submitBtn=-1&termId=4104&lang=en
http://www.fao.org/nr/water/aquastat/work/glossary/search.html?submitBtn=-1&termId=4311&lang=en
http://www.fao.org/nr/water/aquastat/work/glossary/search.html?submitBtn=-1&termId=4311&lang=en
http://www.fao.org/nr/water/aquastat/work/glossary/search.html?submitBtn=-1&termId=4312&lang=en
http://www.fao.org/nr/water/aquastat/work/glossary/search.html?submitBtn=-1&termId=4312&lang=en
http://www.fao.org/nr/water/aquastat/work/glossary/search.html?submitBtn=-1&termId=4312&lang=en
http://www.fao.org/nr/water/aquastat/work/glossary/search.html?submitBtn=-1&termId=4316&lang=en
http://www.fao.org/nr/water/aquastat/work/glossary/search.html?submitBtn=-1&termId=4316&lang=en
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Water scarcity stored water is recycled 
by pumping it back up to 
a higher reservoir in order 
to be released again. 
National objective 
 

Geographical 
Scope: 

National/catchment area National/catchment 
area 

National National National 

 

Clusters State of knowledge on water in Mediterranean area 
 

Indicator:  Access to drinking water Access to sanitation Total dam capacity 

Author: WHO/UNICEF Joint Monitoring Programme (JMP) for Water 

Supply and Sanitation website (http://www.wssinfo.org/)  
WHO/UNICEF Joint Monitoring Programme 

(JMP) for Water Supply and Sanitation 
website (http://www.wssinfo.org/)  

UNESCO/WMO, International Glossary 

of Hydrology, 2d edition  

Year:  1990 1990 1992 

Definition: Access to drinking water is defined by the proportion of the 

population with a reasonable access to an adequate volume 
of drinking water. The volume of water needed to satisfy 
metabolic, hygienic and domestic needs is estimated at a 
minimum of  20 liters of drinking water per day per person. 
“Reasonable access to water” is drinking water available at 
less than fiveteen minutes walk, i.e. located at less than 
1000 meters.   

This indicator represents the proportion of 

the population with access to basic 
sanitation system for the evacuation of 
human excrement from homes or in the 
immediate neighborhood (public sanitation 
system, septic tank…). 

Total cumulative storage capacity of 

all dams in each country. The amount 
of water stored within any dam is 
likely less than the capacity due to 
silting. Data on small dams may not 
be included, although their aggregate 
storage capacity is generally not 
significant. 

Unit: % % Km3 

Objective 
and/or 
targeted 
values: 

<70% low access 
70-90 medium access 
>90 best access 
    

 

<40% low access 
40-70 medium access 
>70 best access 
 

The value indicates the sum of the 
theoretical initial capacities of all 
dams, which does not change with 
time. 
National objective  

Geographical 
Scope: 

National/urban/rural National/urban/rural National 

remarks Drinking water is water that does not contain pathogens or 
chemical agents with concentrations that may harm health. 
This includes water from boreholes, wells, as well as treated 
and untreated but non contaminated surface waters.  Water 
from lakes and watercourses is considered safe to drink if its 

Is a process to improve the environment’s 
overall sanitary situation in its various 
components. It includes the collection, 
treatment and disposal of liquid wastes, 
solid wastes and excrements. According to 
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quality is regularly monitored and considered acceptable by 
public health authorities. “unimporved” sources include 
unprotected springs and wells, water purchased from water 
vendors, bottled water ( problem of quantity rather than 
quality), water delivered in tanks. 
 

the World Health Organization, are 
considered as “improved” sanitation 
systems: the connection to a public 
sewage network, to a septic tank, to a pit 
latrine, improved ventilated pit. The 
excreta disposal system is considered 

adequate if it is private (or shared but not 
public) and if it prevents any human 
contact with human excrements. 
"Unimproved" technologies are: latrines 
where excrement is removed manually, 
public latrines or open pit latrines. 
 

 

 


